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PREFACE

EZ-DOSE BOILER COMPOUND AND LEVEL MANAGER
WHY THE EZ-DOSE?
Most boiler damage is caused by improper treatment of new make-up water flowing into the return tank. In order to ensure the longevity and proper steam generation, chemicals must be added in the form of boiler compound to control corrosion and scale. The two main causes of corrosion and scale is excessive oxygen content and a high level of dissolved solids
present in the untreated make-up water added to the condensate return tank.
The villains in this scenario, which inspired me to develop the EZ-DOSE, are the BALL FLOAT VALVE and MAINTENANCE OF
THE PROPER CONCENTRATION OF BOILER COMPOUND.
Let’s take the ball float valve first. These valves use a ball shaped float, similar in operation to the valve in your toilet tank,
to control the addition of new water to return tank. When these valves leak (almost all of them do) untreated water, rich in
both oxygen and dissolved solids bleeds into the return tank. This creates four undesirable effects:
1. Cools the make-up water requiring greater boiler heating capacity to boil once inside the boiler and greater quantities of boiler compound to control the water impurities. This increases fuel consumption and extends boiler recovery
time which is costly in terms of production. This will be critical on steam systems operating at the margin of their
steam production capacity.
2. The higher oxygen content dissolved in the cool incoming water reacts with carbon dioxide to form carbonic acid
which corrodes the internals of your boiler as well as the steam system piping, steam traps and machinery.
3. High levels of dissolved solids in the make-up water form scale leading to the clogging of pipes, valves, boiler tubes,
steam traps and machinery.
4. Adding new water without a corresponding addition of boiler compounds dilutes the concentration of boiler compound in the water pumped into the boiler, thereby reducing the compounds effectiveness.
The EZ-DOSE uses an electronic level control module, immune to return tank turbulence and surging to open and close a 24
VAC solenoid, positively controlling the return tank water level thereby eliminating the undesirable effects listed above.
The second culprit of the boiler destruction duo is improper control of the chemistry inside the boiler. Boiler chemistry is
maintained by adding boiler compound to the water being pumped into the boiler which both scavenges the oxygen in the
make-up water, preventing acid formation as well as controlling the level of solids dissolved in the make-up water called
“total dissolved solids”. These are also known as TDS. TDS are the major contributor to scale formation in steam and water
systems. Adding the right quantity of boiler compound at the correct time to the make-up water is the second challenge the
EZ-DOSE overcomes. Just adding the compound once or twice a day or using a fixed timer or a return pump relay to time
the addition of boiler compound simply cannot compensate for the effects the variation in the demand for steam has upon
the addition of new, untreated water to the return tank. The EZ-DOSE solves this problem by electronically metering the
volume of new water added then having a micro-computer calculate the proper dose of compound to be added to the return tank using a metering pump. This combination of measuring the volume of incoming water and adding the precise
amount of compound required can be easily adjusted and precisely controlled by settings on the EZ-DOSE control panel,
tailoring the compound addition to any boiler operation.
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COPYRIGHT
The text and graphic images provided in this publication are the property of Bruce Grossman and are
protected under United States and international copyright laws. Text or graphic images may not be
copied, photocopied, reproduced without the written authorization of Bruce Grossman.

DISCLAIMER
Installation and operation of your unit must comply with any pertinent federal, state or local codes,
ordinances of other applicable governing data.
Instructions contained in this publication are intended only as a guide to assist your and assure the
safe reliable operation of your machine

WARRANTY
EZtimers Manufacturing will supply new or remanufactured parts at no cost based upon the following
time period after the shipping date.
90 days on peristaltic pump and associated parts
2 years-plastic parts
1 year-metal or electronic parts
This warranty extends only to the original purchaser. A receipt of other proof of purchase is required
before any warranty action can be taken. This warranty covers only failures due to defects in materials
and workmanship. It does not cover damage which is the result of accident, misuse, abuse, neglect,
mishandling, misapplication alteration or damage attributed to acts of God. EZtimers Manufacturing
assumes no responsibility for any special, incidental or consequential damages.
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INSTALLATION
REQUIRED TOOL AND MATERIALS
1. 1/2” ELECTRIC DRILL AND DRILL BITS - A 13/32” OR 7/16”as well as a 1/4” drill bit will be required. It is
advisable to use thread tapping or pipe threading lubricant when drilling
2. A #2 PHILLIPS HEAD SCREW DRIVER
3. CHANNEL LOCK PLIERS
4. PIPE FITTING TOOLS– Because of the variations of plumbing used to install the make up water supply to
the Return Tank it not possible to list the required pipe wrenches and other pipe fitting tools required.
5. PIN PUNCH OR CENTER PUNCH
6. TEFLON TAPE– We all know what this tape is used for.

WARNING!
NEVER PERFORM ANY MAINTENANCE OR REPAIR ON
A BOILER WHICH IS HOT AND/OR UNDER PRESSURE.
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EZ DOSE
OPERATIONS
WARNING!
NEVER PERFORM ANY MAINTENANCE OR REPAIR
ON A BOILER WHICH IS HOT AND/OR UNDER
PRESSURE.
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AVAILABLE OUTPUTS:
1.

WATER INLET SOLENOID– A 24 VAC signal powers the solenoid which allows make up water to flow into the Return
Tank.

2. BOILER COMPOUND DOSING PUMP– A 24 VAC signal powers the peristaltic compound dosing pump which pumps
boiler compound into the return tank.

THEORY OF OPERATIONS
The EZ DOSE does the following:
1. Controls the level of water in the Return Tank electronically, eliminating the troublesome ball-float
valve. The volume of water added is measured by a flow meter.
2. Doses the return tank with proper volume of boiler compound required to treat the new water introduced into the return tank. This is computed using the formula -number of compound dosing
pump revolutions=((flow meter revolutions/flow meter revolutions per gallon) X boiler compound
concentration in ml per gallon))/volume of boiler compound dosed per revolution of compound
pump.

GETTING STARTED
110 VAC power within 10 ft. of the EZ LEVEL is required. Plug the 24 V transformer into the power outlet and turn on the power (CAUTION-THE POWER TRANSFORMER MUST NOT LIE IN WATER SO DON’T SET IT DOWN ON THE BOILER ROOM FLOOR.
DEDICATE AN OUTLET FOR ITS USE AND USE THE SCREW IN THE MOUNTING TAB SECURE IT TO THE OUTLET PLATE).
Normally the EZ DOSE unit will be shipped from the factory with the correct initial settings set. If for some reason these need to
be altered go to page 9 titled USING THE CHANGE SETTING BUTTON. Please call the factory at 702-376-6693 with any questions.

AVAILABLE INPUTS:
1.

RETURN TANK WATER LEVEL SENSING– A pair of brass conductivity probes senses the presence of water by a minute
current flow between them when water contact both probes. There is a an immediate change in the color of the LEVEL STATUS lite from green to orange when the level is low. After a few seconds the WATER SOLENOID lite will turn red
indicating the signal to open has been sent to the WATER INLET SOLENOID.

2.

WATER INLET SOLENOID TEST SWITCH– A push button switch which manually sends a signal to open the WATER INLET
SOLENOID.

AVAILABLE OUTPUTS:

1.

WATER INLET SOLENOID– A 24 VAC signal powers the solenoid which allows make up water to flow into the Return
Tank.

2. BOILER COMPOUND DOSING PUMP– A 24 VAC signal powers the peristaltic compound dosing pump which pumps
boiler compound into the return tank.
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SET FLOW METER TO 1704
REV PER GALLON
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